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ScienceModerator , r/Science , noncanonical amino acids. She is very interested in green chemistry and lab sustainability and is a fellow at the Resnick Institute. Patrick Almhjell ( /u/PatrickAlmhjell ): Patrick is a second-year graduate student in the Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics program at Caltech, working on the same project as /u/TinaBoville. Patrick loves chemistry but not the chemistry lab, so he appreciates being able to use enzymes in water instead. An open-access review on noncanonical amino acid synthesis is available here. Kevin Yang ( /u/KevinKYang ): Kevin is a 5th year PhD student in Frances Arnold's lab. His research focuses on using machine learning to accelerate directed evolution. Read his open-access paper on using machine learning in protein engineering. Zach Wu ( /u/zvxywu ): Zach is a 4th year graduate student in Chemical Engineering. His research focuses on developing methods for engineering proteins efficiently and understanding the sequence function relationship. Our guests will begin answering questions starting at 1:00PM PST.
✎ SCIENCE DISCUSSION: WE ARE RESEARCHERS AT CALTECH WORKING WITH PROFESSOR FRANCES ARNOLD, ONE OF THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 2018 NOBEL PRIZE IN CHEMISTRY. WE USE DIRECTED EVOLUTION TO ENGINEER PROTEINS TO DO CHEMISTRY NOT FOUND IN NATURE (YET).
LET'S DISCUSS!! : REDDIT
